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Abstract 
Various models of time Petri Nets have been successfully used to adequately specify time- 
critical systems. For such systems correctness depends not only on the actions that are performed, 
but also on the times when they are performed. Therefore, the semantics must take explicitly 
into account the timings of actions, and also concepts of time-bused expressivity are needed 
to compare the expressive power of the various models. In the paper we introduce a general 
framework that includes many Petri net models, present in the literature, which differ from one 
another with respect to timing location, timing strength and time domain. Then we introduce an 
operational semantics that takes into account both sequentialization and timing of actions. When 
abstracting time away we reobtain previously reported results, which are useful when one is 
interested in modelling systems that are not time-critical. On the other hand, when abstracting 
the sequentialization of actions away we define a new kind of expressivity in terms of which we 
compare the various models we have considered. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
Ke_ru~rd.s: Time(d) Petri net; Time-critical systems; Semantics; Expressive power; 
Formal language 
1. Introduction 
Petri nets have been extended by means of timing constraints for the first time inde- 
pendently by Ramchandani (see [23]) and Merlin (see [16]) in the 1970s. Subsequently, 
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a number of different time(d) Petri net models have been proposed, motivated by 
various applications (see e.g. [8, 10, 11, 15, 17,22,26,28]). All of these models differ 
from one another regarding three aspects: (i) what kind of timing constraint is assumed, 
(ii) the location to which timing constraints are attached, (iii) how strongly time acts 
on control. Timing constraints can be described by either a single time value (duration 
or delay), as in [S, 11, 15,22,23,26], or a pair of time values (time interval), as in 
[16, 17,281 or a set of time values (time set), as in [lo]. In the recent literature the 
name timed Petri nets is used when timing constraints are durations or delays, and the 
name time Petri nets is used when timing constraints are intervals. In the following we 
will use this terminology. Previously, however, the name “timed Petri nets” had been 
used with the general meaning of “Petri net with timing constraints”, independently 
of the nature of the timing constraints (see e.g. [5-7,281). Some authors used also 
“time(d) Petri nets” to denote such a general meaning (see e.g. [lo]). 
Timing constraints can be statically associated with different timing locations, places 
(see e.g. [S]), transitions (see e.g. [ll, 15, 17,22,23,26]) and links (see e.g. [2,28]), 
or can be dynamically evaluated at transition firing, by computing a function associated 
with the transition (see e.g. [lo]). 
The strength with which time acts on control leads to different semantics. When 
timing constraints cannot force any transition to fire one has weak timing (see e.g. 
[l 1,28]), whereas when timing constraints can force transitions to fire, one has strong 
timing (see e.g. [8, 17,23,26]). 
These different models consider as time domain natural numbers, nonnegative rational 
numbers or nonnegative real numbers, but, in general, any model could be used with 
any time domain. Durations and delays are considered to be suitable for performance 
evaluation, and are statically associated usually either with places [8] or with transitions 
[ 11, 15,221; intervals appear to be suitable for system specification and verification, and 
are statically associated usually either with transitions [17] or with links [28]. Time 
sets, computed dynamically, offer the possibility of expressing the most general timing 
conditions and are associated with transitions [lo]. 
Our interest is in the use of Petri nets for specification of systems that are time- 
critical, in the sense that their correct behaviour depends not only on the actions that 
are performed, but also on the times when they are performed. Describing timing 
constraints by a single time value is immediately inadequate for our purpose, since 
concepts of delays and time-outs cannot be expressed; our choice must be between 
time intervals and time sets. 
Merlin and Farber [ 171 associate time intervals with transitions and assume strong 
timing. Even though these nets have been successfully used in modelling a wide range 
of real-time systems, there are some situations that cannot be modelled easily by this 
class of net. Suppose that in the net fragment of Fig. l(a) we want to model a timeout 
6 for the firing of transition t and that this timeout is measured from the arrival time 
of the oldest token in the preconditions of t. According to the semantics of Merlin and 
Farber’s time Petri nets such a timeout would be measured from the arrival time of the 
youngest token in the preconditions of t. So it is not immediately clear how to describe 
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Fig. 1. (a) Example of net fragment; (b) example of net simulation. 
Fig. 2. Example of net fragment. 
the system of the example by means of these nets. But, if we attach intervals to places 
rather than to transitions, with the semantics that an enabled transition is forced to fire 
when the age of a token in some of its preconditions reaches the upper bound of the 
time interval attached to that precondition, then we can model the considered timeout 
by attaching a time interval [0,6] to both the places pl and p2. 
This does not mean that Merlin and Farber’s nets cannot be used to model our 
particular case of timeout. In fact, we can suppose that transitions perform actions and 
that different transitions may perform the same action. So, transition t in Fig. l(a) 
perform action c(. Let us consider the net fragment in Fig. l(b). Near each transition 
we have indicated, besides its name, the time interval associated with it and, when the 
transition performs a visible action, we have indicated also this action. So, transitions 
us, ui, u2 and us all perform action IX, whereas transitions ui and 24 do not perform any 
visible action. If we analyse the behaviour of the such net fragment with respect to a 
semantics where only actions are relevant, independently of the transitions that perform 
them, we can notice that it is the appropriate behaviour. However, the net fragment 
in Fig. l(b) is much more complex than the one in Fig. l(a) and its behaviour is not 
easy to understand. 
Now, suppose that in the net fragment of Fig. 2 we want to model a timeout 61 for 
the firing of tl and a timeout S2 for the firing of t 2, and that both the timeouts are 
measured from the arrival time of the oldest token in the preconditions. If 61 # 82 we 
cannot attach time intervals to places because we do not know what time to attach to 
place ~2. We can, however, attach time intervals to links: [O,S,] to the links incoming 
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into tt and [0, SZ] to the links incoming into t2. Now, an enabled transition is forced to 
fire when the age of a token in some of its preconditions reaches the upper bound of 
the time interval attached to the link from that precondition to the transition considered. 
So, associating time intervals not only with transitions but also with places and links 
allows the modelling of systems that could not be easily modelled by Merlin and 
Farber’s nets. 
In conclusion, net models with intervals as timing constraints seem to be rather 
general for the purpose of system description, even though these models probably do 
not attain the generality of models that associate time sets with transitions. 
We assume intervals as static timing constraints and systematically compare various 
models of time Petri nets (including some investigated in the literature and new ones) 
obtained by different choices of timing locations and timing strength. Furthermore, we 
shall compare models for an assumed time domain (either dense or discrete). 
In the literature one finds expressivity results for some of the models we consider 
(see [2, 13,241) but such results are all based on semantics that abstract time away, 
and that consequently are not suitable for evaluating the modelling power for time- 
critical systems. Instead, we shall define new semantics that include time explicitly, and 
we shall show that strong timing assumption yields an expressivity strictly greater than 
weak timing assumption. However, under weak timing assumption or with discrete time, 
different timing locations yield the same expressivity. Under strong timing assumption 
with dense time we show that nets with timed places can be simulated by nets with 
timed transitions and these can be simulated by nets with timed links. Abstracting 
time away we show that weak timing does not increase the expressivity of (untimed) 
Petri nets, whereas strong timing leads to the expressivity of Turing machines, so 
generalizing to different timing locations results existing in the literature for specific 
models. 
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of STPN where timing constraints are intervals 
statically associated with places, transitions and links. We consider particular subclasses 
of STPNs where timing constraints are attached only to places (TPPNs), transitions 
( TTPNs) and links ( TLPNs). We give also a general definition of time domain that is 
suitable to characterize time flow, and obviously includes natural numbers, nonnegative 
rational numbers and nonnegative real numbers. 
In Section 3 we define two operational semantics for STPNs, one with weak timing 
and the other with strong timing. These two operational semantics, however, contain 
too many details with respect to the viewpoint of an external observer. A time Petri 
net can be seen either as the generator of a language, or as a system whose behaviour 
depends not only on what actions are performed, but also on the times when they are 
performed. These two views, which we call the clussical viewpoint and the time-critical 
viewpoint (see [6]), respectively, lead to two different kinds of observational semantics 
(Section 4): language semantics that preserve the sequentialization of actions, and time 
semantics that preserve the timing of actions. 
In Section 4 we consider observational semantics obtained from the above seman- 
tics by suitable abstractions. In Section 5 we introduce expressivity notions and es- 
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tablish the main comparison results. In Section 6 we discuss briefly the results ob- 
tained and some open problems. Appendices contain details of the proofs of results of 
Section 5. 
2. Basic definitions 
Before giving the definition of STPN we introduce some notations. 
Notation 2.1. The sets of natural numbers, rational numbers and real numbers are 
denoted by N, Q and R, respectively, and the sets of nonnegative rational numbers 
and nonegative real numbers by Cl!+ and OX+, respectively. Moreover, N” denotes the 
extension of N by 00 such that 
0 N” = NU{co}, 
0 VnEN30.n<m, 
0 vnEN~.n+m=co+u=cc 
and analogously for Q”, RX, Qy and Ry. 
Let ,d # 0 be a set of symbols (alphabet). Then 
l a finite sequence of n elements ataz...a, on JS! is denoted by (ai), or (u~u~...u,), 
l an infinite sequence uta~...u~... on .G’ is denoted by (ai)=. 
Moreover 
l d’ denotes the set of the finite sequences on .d. 
l KP denotes the set of the finite or infinite sequences on de. 
l i is a special symbol not in .d that denotes the empty sequence (ai) = () on .d. 
l The function 1-1 : d” --) N U {co} gives the length of a sequence and is defined as 
follows: 
I(u def k, k E N U {co}. 
Let be o = (Ui)k E # and a E .d. Then 
l a(j) dz aj, for each j<k + 1, 
l g(j def (ai)j, for each j< k + 1, 
. fst(o) dAf at, 
l if jr1 E N, then lst(a) dAf alnl, 
l u E CT denotes that a = ai for some i<k + 1, 
l #(a,~)~&~ I{ili<k+l A a=~;}~. 
Let be n cd. Then the function abstr,.t : sP+(sd\A)” is defined as follows: 
l abstr,,t(i) dz i, 
l for each a E .~4 and for each D E G?““, 
abstr,t(ua) def 
abstrn(a) if uE& 
u(abstr,,(o)) otherwise. 
Now we give the definition of STPN, where timing constraints are intervals. 
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Definition 2.1 (Statically timed Petri net). Let C be a finite alphabet, 2 be the empty 
sequence on C. A statically timed Petri net (STPN) on C is a tuple 
N = (SN, TN,LN, IN, JN, AN,MN), 
where 
1. SN is a finite set of places, TN is a finite set of transitions, with SN n TN = 8, and 
LN = IN U ON is a finite set of links, where IN C SN x TN is the set of incoming 
links, ON C TN x SN is the set of outgoing links. 
2. 1~ : T,--+C U {A.} is the labelling function 
3. The functions 
AN :SN U TN UIN+~~+ U {CO}, 
called lower and upper timing jhction, respectively, are such that 
(a) for each XESNUTNUIN, ~N(x)<AN(x), 
(b) for each t E TN, if there exists no s E SN such that (s, t) E IN, then 
h,(t) = 0 and AN(t) = m, 
4. MN : SN+N is the initial marking. 
Notice that time intervals can only be attached to incoming links. Time intervals at- 
tached to outgoing links would represent just delays, which cannot directly affect the 
firing of a transition, and, therefore, are not interesting for our purpose. 
In the following we shall use some usual notations of Petri net theory. 
Notation 2.2. For each x E SN U TN: 
0 l xd&f {yESNUTN ((y,x)EFN}, 
l x. = def {~ESNUTN I(x,Y)EFN}, 
a ‘x is called the preset of x, 
l X’ is called the postset of x, 
l if x E TN, then each place in its preset (postset, resp.) is called a precondition 
(postcondition, resp.) of x. 
For each (x, y) E LN: 
l x is called the source of (x, y), 
l y is called the target of (x, y), 
l (x, y) is called an output link of x, 
l (x, y) is called an input link of y. 
Definition 2.2 (Subclasses). An STPN is called 
a Timed place Petri net (TPPN) ilI 
\Jx E TN U IN. IN = 0 A AN(X) = 00. 
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6N(S) = 6 &l(t) = 6 SN(S, t) = 6 
A,(s) = A A,(t) = A A,(s:t) = A 
TPPN TTPN TLPN 
Fig. 3. Pictorial representations of STPNs. 
in4 = inf{+ E 7 1 7’ > 0) 
inf, = inf{? E 7 1 7’ > T} 
I 
0 info 7 inf, TCR, 
I I L I 
info _ inf, -7 
( inf, = info +7 ) 
Fig. 4. Time domain, 
l Timed transition Petri net (TTPN) iff 
vx E P/q uz,. &r(x) = 0 A AN(X) = 00, 
l Timed link Petri net (TLPN) iff 
vx E Pp/ u TN. 6&x) = 0 A AN(X) = 0;). 
For each x E S,V U TN U IN the interval [IN, AN(X)] is called the time interval of x; 
when IN # 0 or AN(X) # oq it is called the timing constraint of x. So we can say 
that for TPPN timing constraints are attached only to places, for TTPNs only to 
transitions and for TLPNs only to incoming links. 
For each link (s, t) E SN x TN the timing constraint (time interval, resp.) attached 
either to the link itself or to its source s or to its target t is called a timing constraint 
(time interval, resp.) fir (s, t), for s and fir t. 
In the pictorial representation of an STPN only the time intervals that are also timing 
constraints will be represented. Moreover, for each x E SN U TN U IN [&T(X), AN(X)] will 
be simply written as [6, A]N(X) or in short as [6, A] (see Fig. 3). 
2.1. Time domain 
We define the notion of a time domain as any subset of R+, the set of nonnegative 
real numbers, with structure and properties suitable to represent the time flow (see also 
Fig. 4). 
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Definition 2.3 (Time domain and extended time domain). A triple T = (9, 6, +) is 
a time domain iff Y is a subset of R+ such that it contains 0 and at least a positive 
number, d and + are inherited from R+, Y is closed under + and the following 
condition holds: 
V’zEY. inf{z’EY_Iz’>z}=inf{z’EY_Iz’>O}+z. (1) 
If T = (9, <, +) is a time domain, then the triple T” = (.Ya, <, +) is the extension 
of T to include infinity and is called extended time domain. 
An extended time domain has both a minimum element 0 and a maximum ele- 
ment 00. In the following, U will denote both the time domain and the set of times 
and analogously for U". Therefore, we will write z E U and z E U” rather than z E Y 
and z E Ym, respectively. 
The quantity 
y(U) ef inf {z’ E U 1 z' > 0}, 
called the granularity of U, defines the size of the smallest time interval that can be 
measured. Condition (1) of Definition 2.3 ensures that the granularity of time is the 
same on the whole time flow. We can see in Fig. 4 that the granularity y(U) = info 
does not change when measured with respect to any z E U\(O) (info = inf, -7). 
If the granularity is equal to 0, then the time domain is dense, if the granularity is 
positive, then the time domain is discrete and, in this case, the granularity represents 
the discrete unit of the time domain. 
Example 2.1. It is easy to verify that N (the set of natural numbers), Q+ (the set of 
nonnegative rational numbers) and R+ itself are time domains. Another example of 
time domain is given by 
On the other hand, for instance, the initial segment of natural numbers (0, 1, . . . , n}, 
for each n E N, and the interval [O,r[ (or [O,r]), for each r E R+\(O), are not time 
domains, since they are not closed under f, but also sets that are closed under +, 
such as 
. R+\{O1, 
. (01, 
l {n E N ]3n’,n” E N. n = Sn’ + 6n”) = {0,5,6,10,11,12,15,16,17, l&20,. . .} 
are not time domains, since R+\(O) does not contain 0, (0) contains no positive 
number and the last set does not satisfy (1) in Definition 2.3. In the last set info = 5 
and infs = 6, but infs = 5 < 10 = info +5 against (1). 
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Now we relate the semantic notion of time domuin to the syntactic notion of STPN. 
Definition 2.4. Let C be a finite alphabet and U be a time domain. An STPN N on 
C is an STPN on C, U iff, for each x E SN U TN U I,, 
&(x) ET and AN(X) E Um. 
Note that in this way the syntactic notion of interval is interpreted semantically as 
a closed interval on Uo3. In the following, [&d],(x) (and the shorthand [&A]) will 
denote both the syntactic and the semantic notion of time interval. 
3. Operational semantics 
The most intuitive method of giving semantics to a Petri net is through its possible 
firing sequences @ring sequence semantics). When imposing timing constraints on a 
Petri net, the set of firing sequences will be a subset of those of the untimed net. 
The notion of enabling is sufficient to establish when a transition of a Petri net is 
jirable (i.e. when such a transition can fire), whereas for a statically timed Petri net a 
transition is firable not only when it is enabled, but also when the timing constraints 
for such a transition are satisfied. 
In Merlin and Farber’s time Petri nets a time interval [6, d], with 6 E R+ and 
d E R+ U {cc}, is associated with each transition t. The Jiring rule is the following: t 
can fire if at least a time 6 has elapsed since the enabling time of t, and must fire 
within a time A since the enabling time of t, unless t is disabled by a firing of another 
transition (see [17]). In this way a transition t becomes enabled when for the first time 
each precondition of t contains some token, and is disabled when some precondition 
of t does not contain tokens. But when does t become disabled? 
If all the preconditions of t contain more than one token (multiple enabledness of 
transitions), then t is still enabled after a firing of either t itself or a transition in 
conflict with t. If we interpret such a situation by assuming that a firing of t causes 
a disabling of t followed by a new enabling, then the timing constraint associated 
with t must be applied again after the firing, starting from the firing time (see [21]). 
On the other hand, we can assume that t is not disabled after the firing, since each 
precondition of t has still at least one token, and the timing constraint is still measured 
relative to the old enabling time (see [l]). An interpretation half way between these is 
given in [3]: t is always disabled by its own firings, but not by firings of conflictual 
transitions. 
In these interpretations a clock is associated with each transition E (static t/o&). The 
clock starts when t becomes enabled, measures the time that t is continuously enabled 
and is reset to 0 when t becomes disabled. Therefore, according to the semantics in 
[21, 1,3] the clock associated with t is. reset to 0, respectively: 
l at each firing of t and of any transition that is in conflict with t (see [2 11); 
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l at the firing of t and of any transition that is in conflict with t, when the firing 
removes the unique token from some precondition of t (see [l]); 
l at each firing of t and at the firing of any transition that is in conflict with t, when 
the conflictual firing removes the unique token from some precondition oft (see [3]). 
However, in these interpretations there is a dependency among different firings of the 
same transition t: the timing constraint is relative to the last firing of t rather than 
to the arrival of tokens in the preconditions of t. In [ 1,3] this problem is overcome 
by assuming that there is no multiple enabledness of transitions. This is to say for 
each transition there is at least one place that prevents t from being firable twice 
simultaneously. Notice that under such an assumption the three interpretations lead to 
the same semantics. 
In our semantics we assume that tokens are independent of one another. Therefore 
there is an enabling time for each tuple of tokens (one token for each precondition of 
t) that enables t. This corresponds to associating a clock with each token (dynamic 
clock). In this way the clock is created together with the token and measures the age 
of the token itself, while the age of the whole enabling tuple, that must be compared 
with the timing interval attached to t, is given by the age of the “youngest” token 
of the tuple. This is similar to what is done in [lo] where a timestamp is associated 
with each token and carries the absolute time of token creation. In this approach it 
is possible to have more enabling times corresponding to different enabling tuples for 
the same transition and therefore multiple enabledness of transitions. After a firing of 
a transition, only one tuple is consumed and the transition is still enabled with respect 
to the other tuples, without modifying the corresponding enabling times. 
The disadvantage of the static clock approach is that the tokens that are in the same 
place strictly depend on one another. On the other hand, the static clock approach 
seems to have the implementive advantage of a fixed number of clocks in contrast to an 
unbounded number (one for each token) for the dynamic clock approach. However, for 
an implementation, a bounded number of tokens must be assumed, and therefore also 
the number of dynamic clocks would be bounded. Since we want to avoid dependencies 
between tokens and to develop a semantics that is correct also with multiple enabledness 
of transitions we concentrate our study on the case of dynamic clocks. 
Another point to discuss is the strength with which time acts on control (timing 
strength). We have two possible choices: 
1. no transition is forced to fire (weak timing); 
2. transitions can be forced to fire by timing constraints (strong timing). 
Merlin and Farber’s time Petri nets (see [ 171) have strong timing since the firing 
rule asserts that a transition t that has [a, d] as a time interval must fire if the enabling 
conditions hold for a time d. In [ 171 however, transition are mandatory due only 
to time intervals [6, d] with A < 0;). Instead, [lo] also considers the case that each 
transition that is continuously enabled after some time must eventually fire, even if no 
finite upper time bound is fixed. This is just a way of modelling fairness. However, 
we believe that in a time-critical system fairness must not be explicitly modelled, but 
it should be guaranteed by means of suitable finite upper time bounds. 
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Therefore, we will consider statically timed Petri nets with dynamic clocks and we 
will examine both the cases of weak timing and of strong timing, where only a finite 
upper time bound can force a transition to fire. 
Each token is located not only in some place, but it has also an age, that is either 
the time elapsed since the token was generated by a transition firing, or time 0, if its 
presence in the place is due to the initial marking. Since the firability of a transition 
depends just on the ages of the tokens (token ages) in the places of its preset, token 
ages must be included in the notion that describes the global state of the net. 
In [21] the global state of a time Petri net is defined as a pair whose first component 
is a marking and whose second component is a set of clocks, one for each enabled 
transition. When a transition becomes enabled its clock is set to 0 and increases while 
time passes. The transition becomes firable when the value of the clock reaches the 
lower bound of the timing constraint and is forced to fire when the value of the clock 
reaches the upper bound of the timing constraint. 
In [l] a global state is defined as a pair whose first component is a marking and 
whose second component is a set of dynamic time intervals, one for each enabled 
transition. When a transition becomes enabled its dynamic time interval is set to the 
corresponding static time interval, which is statically associated with the transition, and 
the lower and upper bounds of the dynamic time interval decrease while time passes. 
The transition becomes firable when the lower bound reaches 0 and is forced to fire 
when the upper bound reaches 0. 
Since we want to give a semantics to STPN according to the dynamic clock 
approach we can define a global state by associating with each place a set of clocks, 
one for each token in the place. Moreover, it is not necessary to distinguish the tokens 
that are in the same place and have the same age. The identity of a token is charac- 
terized only by its place and its age. Thus, the tokens in a place can be represented 
by a multiset of token ages. 
Therefore, the global state of a STPN is a timed marking, namely a mapping that, 
for each place s E S,v, gives the multiset p(s) containing the ages of the tokens in s. 
Definition 3.1 (Timed marking and initial timed marking). Given an STPN N on 
C,TT, a timed marking of N is a function 
such that, for each s E SN, the set {z E T / p(s)(z) > 0) is finite. 
The set of all timed markings of N is denoted by A’(N). 
The initial timed marking of N is defined by 
PO(S)(T) d”f 
MN(S) if t=O, 
0 otherwise. 
In the following we shall represent a multiset by including its elements (with possible 
repetitions) between “(I” and “I}“. 
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Now, we have to define a notion of firability for a given transition t, namely to 
establish when the timing constraints allow the firing of t. 
The enabling of a transition t may be caused by different tuples of tokens. Each 
such tuple (enabling tuple for t) contains a token for each precondition of t. So with 
each enabling tuple for t we can associate an age (enabling tuple age), that is the age 
of the “youngest token” of the tuple, and say that t can fire iff there exists an enabling 
tuple for t that is at least d,(t) time units and at most AN(t) time units old. In this 
way timing constraints are compared with enabling tuple ages. 
Moreover, in STPN’s timing constraints are associated also with places and links. 
Therefore the firability of a transition t must depend not only on the timing constraint 
that is possibly associated with t itself, but also on those that are possibly associated 
with its preconditions and its incoming links. Then transition t is made firable by 
every enabling tuple for t whose age satisfies the possible timing constraint of t and 
that consists of tokens such that the age of each of them satisfies 
l the timing constraint @the place where the token is, 
l the timing constraint of the link outgoing from the place where the token is and 
incoming into t. 
We can say that a transition t is firable iff there exists an enabling tuple for t that 
satisfies the timing constraints for t. Since two tokens with the same age that are in 
the same place are not distinguishable, an enabling tuple can be described only in 
terms of the ages of its tokens. Therefore, an enabling tuple for a transition t can be 
characterized by a choice of token ages from the preconditions oft. We represent such 
a choice by means of a choice function. 
Definition 3.2 (Choice jimction and choice degree). Let N be an STPN on Z, 8, 
t E TN be a transition and p E J&‘(N) be a timed marking of N. 
A function 
is called a choice function for N with respect to t and p iff 
1. Vs E 9. q(s) E {z E T 1 p(s)(z)>O}, 
2. b E et. ~(4 E [k ad4 n k4 4dh t), 
3. inf,, l ~{cp(~)} E [4 44(t). 
The function 
giving for each ,LL E J&‘(N) the number of different choice functions for N with respect 
to t and p is called choice degree in N for t. 
Thus, a choice function cp for N with respect to t and p chooses from each precon- 
dition s of t a token age that is assigned to s by ,u (the age of a token in s) such that 
the chosen ages satisfy the timing constraints for t. Conditions 1, 2 and 3 ensure that 
the chosen tokens are in the preconditions of t, satisfy the possible timing constraints 
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associated with the preconditions and the incoming links of t and satisfy the possible 
timing constraint associated with t, respectively. 
Notice that even if also time intervals [0, co] are considered in the comparisons, this 
is without any effect on the evolution of the net since any time belongs to [O,W]. 
Condition 1 guarantees the enabling of the considered transition. Moreover 
l for TPPN, Condition 2 becomes V.YE ‘t. {cp~,,(s)} E [&A]N(s) and Condition 3 is 
always trivially satisfied 
l for TLPN, Condition 2 becomes VS E l t. {&,(s)} E [6, d]~(s, t) and Condition 3 is 
always trivially satisfied 
l for TTPN, Condition 2 is always trivially satisfied. 
Now we are ready to define the notion of jirubility and of timed marking yielded 
by a transition firing. 
Definition 3.3 (Firability). Let N be a STPN on C, T. A transition t E TN is jruble 
under a timed marking p E &YN, denoted by p[t), iff t@‘(p) > 0, namely iff there exists 
a choice function cp : l t + T for N with respect to t and ,LL. 
If l t = 8, then the empty function is the unique choice function for N with respect 
to t and p. In fact, it is the unique function from 0 to T and it trivially satisfies 
Conditions 1 and 2 and Condition 3 because 
l t =0 * ,j$IC$Js)) = inf 0= max U” = 0~: E [O, DC] = [6, AIN( 
This means that a transition without any precondition may fire at any time. So, 
Condition 3b in Definition 2.1 has been introduced since it is natural to think of 
such a transition as being always$rable. Note that this does not weaken the modelling 
power of the net. If we want to describe a transition t without preconditions whose 
first firing occurs at a time within [6, A] and such that the time between two successive 
firings is at least 6 and at most d, we can add to l t a single precondition having [b,d] 
as a time interval attached to it and with a return link from t. 
Now we can define how the global state of an STPN evolves during its execution. 
The state may change because of two different causes: 
l the increasing of time, 
l the jirings of transitions, 
Definition 3.4 (Time increasing). Let N be a STPN on C, U, ?E U be a time and 
p, p’ E ,&‘(N) be timed markings. 
Timed marking p T Z (read: p aged by Z) is defined as follows: 
(P Tf)(S)(~) %Jf ,n(s)(s - 7) if ?<r, o 
otherwise. 
So we can say that state p changes to state p 1‘7 due to an increasing 7 of time. 
Obviously p T 0 = p. 
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Definition 3.5 (Stability). Let N be a STPN on C, T and be z E TO”. A timed mark- 
ing ~1 E +4(N) is called z-stable iff for each t E TN and for each r’, z” E T such that 
z’<r”<r 
We see that a timed marking ,u is r-stable when, for each transition t, the choice 
degree in N for t, in absence of firing, is not decreasing in correspondence of an aging 
of p by a time r, or for an unbounded aging if r = oo. 
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a STPN on C, T, z E U be a time and p E A(N) be a timed 
marking. Then 
1. p is O-stable, 
2. if p is f-stable for some Z E TOO then it is z-stable for each z E T such that 7 < ?. 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 3.5. 0 
Now we see the changes of states that describe the firing of transitions. 
Definition 3.6 (Firing). Let N be a STPN on C, T, p, p’ E d(N) be timed markings, 
t E TN be a transition firable under p, namely ,u[t), and cp be a choice function for N 
with respect to t and CL. 
Timed marking ~1 changes into timed marking p’ by the firing of t with choice 
function cp, denoted by px$, iff for each s E &I and for each z E T 
p(s)(r)- 1 if sE*tAz=cp(s)A(sEt’jz>O), 
p(s)(z)+ 1 if sEt’Az=OA(sE’t*q(s)>O), 
As)(t) otherwise. 
Ifs is a precondition of t (s E ‘t) and z is the age of the token chosen in s (z = go(s)), 
then a token whose age is r is removed from s ($(s)(r) = p(s)(z) - 1). However, if 
s is also a postcondition of t (s E t’), then the token is removed only if its age is 
positive (T > 0). 
Ifs is a postcondition of t (.s E t’), then a new token with age 0 (r = 0) is generated 
in it $(s)(r) = p(s)(r) + 1. However, if s is also a precondition of t (s E l t), then the 
token is removed only if the age of the consumed token is positive (q(s) > 0). 
Notice that for each place s that is both a precondition and a postcondition of the 
firing transition t (s E l t nt’), if the age of the consumed token is 0 (q(s) =0) it 
should be removed and put again in the same place with the same age (z = 0). This 
is equivalent to leave it in the place as if it were not consumed (p’(~)(t) = ~(s)(z)). 
Definition 3.7 (Timed jring). Let N be a STPN on C, T, z E T be a time, p, p’ E ~8%’ 
(N) be timed markings, t E TN be a transition such that ,u[t) and cp be a choice function 
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Fig. 5. STPN N. 
for N with respect to t and p. Transition t can fire after time r under time marking p 
with choice function q yielding timed marking p’, denoted by 
p[r, t, cp)p’ or in short p[r, t),u’ 
iff pLrJJ%$. 
The object y dzf ~[r, t, cp)p’ (or v] dAf ~[r, t, cp), since the yielded timed marking ,u’ 
is univocally determined by p, r and cp) is called a timed jring of N and the set of 
possible timed firings of N is denoted by ~;T(N) or, in short by 9(N). 
Moreover, given a timed firing q dAf ,u[z, t, (p)p’, the following notation will be used: 
Therefore, a transition t with l t = {s ,, . . . ,s,} can fire consuming tokens PI,. . , P,, 
from places si , . . . ,s,, respectively, if and only if 
l each Pi is 
_ at least max{bN(si), SN(Si, t), d,(t)} time units old, 
_ at most min{dw(.si), dN(Si, t)} time units old; 
l there exists some Pi that is at most AN(t) time units old. 
Example 3.1. Let C be a generic finite alphabet and N be the STPN on C, R+ given 
in Fig. 5. 
Let 
l ~O,~I,~~,~~,~~,~~:SN~[~+-‘~I be as in Table 1, 
. /bt p6, p7, /& p9, &2 : SN -+ [OX+ + bJ] be as in Table 2, 
l &,PL;, : &if --f [R+ + N] be as in Table 3. 
with r~ R+, 
Let 
l cpo, cp5, cp;, : {s4) -+ R+ be as in Table 4, 
. ~l,(p2>(p3,(P4:{%~2} + R+ be as in Table 5. 
It is easy to see that ,us is the initial timed marking of N. 
We have ‘tl = {q,s2} and 92 = l t3 = {q}. 
There is no choice function for N with respect to tl and ~0, no choice function for 
N with respect to t2 and ~0, and no choice function for N with respect to t3 and ~0, 
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Table 1 
Timed markings for N 
Table 2 
Timed markings for N 
Table 3 
Timed markings for N 
SI {ID {ID 
s2 (13 +24 115 + 24 
s3 (lo,1 ,...( 2r,27+ 1,2r+ lb {2,3 ,..., 2r+2,2r+3,2r+30 
.r4 {IOII U2D 
Table 4 
Choice functions for N 
Table 5 
Choice fnctions for N 
cpi(Si) cpl v2 (P3 (P4 
SI 1 2 1 2 
s2 1 1 0 2 
i.e. 
However, ~0 1 1 = ,ul and there is exactly one choice function for N with respect to 
tl and ~1, i.e. cpl, exactly one choice function for N with respect to t2 and ~1, i.e. cpo, 
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and exactly one choice function for N with respect to t3 and pl, i.e. cpa. Then 
~~(~l)=~~(~l)=~~(~,)= l>O 
and therefore p~[t,), pl[t~) and ~1 [t3). So, for instance, 
which is equivalent to timed firing 
There is no choice function for N with respect to t2 and ~2 and no choice function 
for N with respect to t3 and ,LL~, i.e. I#&) = @(~2) = 0, but there are two possible 
choice functions for N with respect to tl, and ~2, i.e. cp1 and (~3. Then 
and therefore pZ[tl ). 
Moreover, ~2 j’ 1 = ~3 and there are two choice functions for N with respect to 
tl and ~3, i.e. ~2 and (~4, exactly one choice function for N with respect to t2, 
i.e. cpo, and exactly one choice function for N with respect to t3 and ~3, i.e. ~0. 
Then 
$;li(~3)=2>0 and $~h)=ti~h)= l>O 
and therefore p3[tl), p3[t2) and p3[t3). So, for instance, 
fl?W 
P2 1‘ 1 = F3 - P4 
which is equivalent to timed firing 
There is exactly one choice function for N with respect to tl and p4, i.e. (p4. 
Then 
eyP4)= 1 >o 
and therefore pd[tl). Thus, 
which is equivalent to timed firing 
rl3 =PLq[O,tl,(P4)l*5. 
Analogously, we can verify that 
Cc5 ~O=#&%,,, 
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which is equivalent o the timed firings 
u4 = ~5[0,t3,(pO)~6, 
q5 =~6[1,t3,(pO)~8, 
y/6=~8[%t3,'?0)~9, 
y17 =~8[o,t2,(PO)~:O. 
For each t E TN there is no choice function for N with respect o t and ~9, i.e. 
~~(119)=Ic1~(~9)=Ic/~(~us)=o, 
and no choice function for N with respect o t and pyo, i.e. 
V(P?o) = V(P;o) = 4W40) = 0. fl f2 t3 
However, for each r E N, pTo t 2 =&t and there is exactly one choice mnction (cps) 
for N both with respect o t2 and ,uit and with respect o t3 and &t. Then 
~~(Pr,)=ti;(P;1)=1>0 
and therefore, for each z E N, ,~it [tz) and &,[t3). So, for instance, 
12, 4% 
&of2=4, -4;’ 
which is equivalent o timed firing 
II; =&[2J2,(P5)P;y. 
For each r E R+, z > 1, it holds p4 t r = & and there is exactly one choice function 
(9;) for N both with respect to t2 and ,uj and with respect to t3 and pi. Then it 
holds 
rcI;M)=Il/~(P%)= l>O 
and therefore, for each r E R+, &[t2) and &[t3). So, for instance, 
t3,cp; c
P4t~=P:-PL12 
which is equivalent to timed firing 
V; = P4[?t3, &M2. 
Let us now analyze the stability of the considered timed markings. From Theorem 3.1 
they are all O-stable. 
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Let us verify that ~4 is not T-stable, for each Z >O. For each ? E R+ such that 
? >O there exists no possible choice function for N with respect to tl and p4 t 7, 
i.e. 
So, there exist zt = 0 and 72 = Z such that 
but 
~~(~4t~Z1)=~;li(C14tO)=ICI~(~4)=1>O=~~(C14t~)=~~(~4t~z) 
which proves that ~4 is not T-stable, for any Z > 0. Analogously, we can verify that p3 
and pi,, for each z E R+, are not T-stable, for any i >O. 
It is easy to see that for each z E R+ 
~;1I(cL9t~)=~~(~9t~.)=1cl~(ll9t~)=o, 
which proves that ~9 is co-stable. Analogously, we can verify that & is cm-stable for 
each z E N such that z> 1. 
Let us verify that, for each z E R+, yiO is 2-stable and it is not T-stable for each 
?ER+ such that ?>2. 
For each z’, z” E R+ such that z’ d z” < 2, 
#</&I t z’) = 0 = bq& t 0, 
for each z’, T” E R+ such that z’ <z” < 1, 
4qi(&J t 7’) = limo t t’> = 0 = $;(P;o t z”) = gy<& t 6, 
for each z’, z” E R+ such that z’ < 1 d z” < 2, 
6@40 t 7’) = +;<P;, t T’) = o< 1 = &y&l t z”) = #PL;o t 0, 
and for each z’, r” E R, such that 1 <z’ 6~” < 2, 
IcI:M0 t 0 = bq(40 t 7’) = 1 = #(PL;o t z”) = g<&J t z”), 
which proves that pi0 is 2-stable. 
For each ? E R+ such that T > 2 there exist zt = 2 and 52 = Z such that 
Tt <zz<?, 
which proves that &c is not T-stable for ? > 2. 
Analogously, we can verify that 
l ~1, 112, p5, ~7, ,_& are l-stable but not T-stable for each Z E lR+ such that Z> 1; 
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l ~0, PLg are 2-stable but not ?-stable for each Z E R+ such that ? >2; 
l ,u: is (1 - z)-stable but not z-stable for each ‘t E R+ such that Z > 1 - z. 
Notation 3.1. Let N be a STPN on C, T. We define sP(N)dsf J?‘(N) UF(N)W. For 
each CJ E 9’(N), 
l 
o&f 0 if ~EJ%‘(N), 
“(fst(a)) otherwise, 
l if/al<cothena o !Ef (lst(a>>“, 
l z[a] = c!“l, z[a(i)] 
l for each f: such tha; O<i< Icr) + 1, 
/L[ 0, i] def 
OcT if i=O, 
(a(i))” otherwise. 
z[a, i] def 
CC if i= ICI, 
z[a(i + l)] otherwise. 
Note that we have used i < Io( + 1 rather than i < /CJ[ in order to include the case 
J(T/ = co, which thus implies i < 00, that is i E N. 
Definition 3.8 (Weak timed jiring sequence). Let N be a STPN on C, U. Then CJ E 
Y(N) is a weak timed jiring sequence of N iff 
1. ‘0 is the initial timed marking of N, 
2. p[o,i]=‘(G(i+ l)), for each i<lol, 
3. if IG[= 00, then ~[o] = co. 
Note that the last condition in Definition 3.8 ensures that only finitely many firings 
can occur within a finite time. In weak timing firing sequences the duplicated timed 
marking in the concatenation of two successive timed firings will be written only once. 
For example, we will write ~o[l,tz)~z[l,tl)~4 rather than ~o[l,t*)~c2~L2[l,tl)~~. 
According to Notation 3.1, ,~[a, 0] is the timed marking from which the sequence 
starts and, for each i, 0 < i < ICJ + 1, ~[o, i] is the timed marking yielded by the ith 
timed firing of the sequence. For each i, O<i< loI+ 1, ~[a, i], is the amount of time 
that timed marking P[c., i] ages before the next firing of the sequence. It is obvious 
that for the last timed marking of a finite sequence such amount of time is infinite. 
The above notion of weak timed firing sequence is correct only according to weak 
timing; when considering strong timing, it is necessary to restrict the set of weak 
timed firing sequences. We do the same choice as in [17], namely we assume that 
only time intervals with finite upper time bounds (timing constraints) can cause a 
strong behaviour. 
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With strong timing a transition is forced to fire when it is firable and the increase 
of time without firings would cause a decrease of the number of possible choices of 
token ages for firing such a transition. A decrease of the number of possible choices 
of token ages between successive firings is avoided if firing sequences contain only 
timed markings that are stable for the whole time that precedes the next firing. 
Definition 3.9 (Strong timed firing sequence). Let N be a STPN on C,U. A weak 
timed firing sequence G of N is called strong timed ,firing sequence for (of, resp.) N 
iff ,~[a, i] is r[a, i]-stable, for each i< 1~1 + 1. 
There are some similarities between our notions of weak timed firing sequence and 
strong timed firing sequence and the notion of leyul trajectory defined in [ 181 for an 
extended state muchine (ESM). The requirements of initializcltion and succession in 
[I81 correspond to our Conditions 1 and 2, respectively, in Definition 3.8. Requirement 
analogous to upper time bound and lower time bound for ESMs are ensured for 
STPNs within the definition of choice function (Definition 3.2). Time is modelled 
in ESMs by means of clock ticks and the requirement of ticking ensures that the 
clock ticks infinitely often. Thus, an infinite sequence of events with a suffix that does 
not include ticks is not legal. This correspond to our notion of “only finitely many 
firings within a finite time”, which is ensured by Condition 3 in Definition 3.8. The 
definitions of legal trajectory includes also a requirement of justice to ensure a weak 
fairness, whereas we do not consider any concept of fairness. 
Example 3.2. Let us consider the TPPN given in Example 3.1 and the following 
timed firing sequences of N: 
l 01 =41Y2=~O[lrt2)112[1,tl)C14, 
. CT2 =~1~2Y/3~4~5Y/6=~0[~,~2)~2[~,tl)~4[~~~1)~5[~~~3)~6[~~t3)~7[~~~3)~S[~~t3)~9, 
l 0; =rlq2YI~=~o[l,~2jC12[1,tl)114[~,t3)~;2, 
l (14=~1112y3~4y15~7yk)Y]~.. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
P;OpJ3) .. . 
Then: 
l ITS is a weak timed firing sequence but not a strong one because ~4 is not m-stable 
even if ,UO and ~2 are l-stable; 
l 02 is a strong timed firing sequence because ~0, ~2 and ~6 are l-stable and ~9 is 
oo-stablie; 
. o;, with r> 1, is a weak timed firing sequence but not strong because ~4 is not 
r-stable even if ,U;~ is co-stable; 
l 04 is a weak timed firing sequence because /041= 30 and 
T[(T~]= C z[o4(i)]= 1+ 1 +O+O+ 1 +O+ C 2=33. 
itN itN 
Moreover, it is a strong firing sequence because ~0, ~2 and p6 are l-stable and pi0 is 
2-stable for each r E N. 
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Now we can define the weak and the strong operational semantics for STPNs. 
Definition 3.10 (Weak and strong operational semantics). Let N be a STPN on 
C,U. Then: 
l the weak operational semantics of N, denoted by Op,(N), is the set of all the weak 
timed firing sequences of N; 
l the strong operational semantics of N, denoted by s,(N), is the set of all the 
strong timed firing sequences of N. 
Notice that for each STPN N, 
- 
OPT(N) G 9,(N). 
Lemma 3.1. Let N be a STPN on Z, T. Then 2,(N) is closed for prefix. 
Proof. Let be CJ = (Q)~~J E Op,(N). It is obvious that for each i EZ also gji E 
2,(N). 0 
4. Observational semantics 
In the previous section two operational semantics have been defined for STPNs. 
However, the operational semantics contain many details, some of which are not par- 
ticularly interesting to an external observer. 
A behaviour of a net N is given by a sequence of timed firings, each of them 
generating an action given by the labelling IN(~) of the transition t that fires. In general, 
an external observer can see the actions that are generated by the net, but can see 
neither the internal states of the net, represented by timed markings, nor the names of 
the transitions that generate the actions. 
Therefore, starting from a weak or a strong timed firing sequence, one can abstract 
away timed markings, and consequently choice functions and names of transitions. 
The result is a sequence of pairs whose first component is an action and the second 
component is the time when the action occurs. 
Moreover, the label 1, whose syntactic meaning is that of denoting an empty word, 
is semantically interpreted as an invisible action, which cannot be seen by an external 
observer. One must therefore abstract away also the pairs whose first component is 1. 
We call such an observational semantics time-sequenzialization semantics or, briefly, 
ts semantics. 
Definition 4.1 (ts semanrics). Let N be an STPN on C,U. Then 
l the function [_]z T : Op,(N) -+ (C x T)W is defined as follows: 
[fJ]r;, B kf abstr{(g,)l,, T}(((IN(t[~(i)l),z[aIil))101>; 
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l the weak ts semantics of N is 
l the strong ts semantics of N is 
- 
m; def {[G];,, 1 B E Oplr(N)}. 
In the definition of [cJ]~,,, i,(t[o(i)]) is the labelling of the transition that produces 
the ith timed firing of C, while z[ai;] is the time that has elapsed when the ith firing 
occurs. All possible pairs (1, z), with z E U, are abstracted away from the sequence 
((1N(t[a(i)l>,z[olil))l,l. Th us, in general, I[~]&\ ~((((I~(~[O(i)l),Z[~lil))l~l)l = joI. In
[ I] a concept analogous to nun:., E (C x T)” is called firing schedule. 
Semantics 0-n; and m; correspond to very capable observers that can both measure 
the occurrence times of actions, for example by means of a clock, and recognize the 
exact sequentialization of actions, even when they are so near to one another that the 
clock cannot measure different occurrence times. When modelling a system that is not 
time-critical the rBle of time is just to restrict the observable behaviour. In such a 
situation, the observer is intrested just in the sequentialization of actions given by IS 
semantics. On the other hand, for a time-critical system the times when actions occur 
is more important than their logical sequentialization enforced inside the model: such a 
sequentialization depends often on the modelling technique, but is not observable from 
outside. 
Therefore, it makes sense a further abstraction: either time or sequenzialization can 
be abstracted away. In the former case one obtains a sequence of actions, namely the 
semantics of the net is a language on the alphabet of actions. In the latter case one 
obtains a function that gives, for each action and for each time, the multiplicity with 
which that action occurs at that time, namely the semantics of the net is the set of all 
these possible functions. 
When abstracting time away we can consider finite and infinite words (i~~jinitary 
language) or only finite words (jnitary language). 
Definition 4.2 (o-Language semantics). Let N be a STPN on C,T. Then 
l The i%nction [_I:,, :Op,(N) -+ C” is defined as follows: 
iff [G];,, = ((ai, Zi))k for some (Zi)k E Um 
l The weak cu-language semantics of N is 
l The strong o-language semantics of N is 
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Fig. 6. A STPN N on C = {x}. 
The following example shows that even if the strong o-language semantics abstracts 
time away, it is not independent of the time domain. 
Example 4.1. Let us consider the STPN N on C = {u} given in Fig. 6. Then: 
and 
The situation is different for the weak u-language semantics: 
rmi’n; = (4 ((4 O)), ((K l))> ((4O)(4O)), KG 1 )(K 1 ))I? 
n;, = {IL) u { ((a,r)) I TEIO, I[> u {((4o>(@>o>L ((4 l)(% 1))), 
and therefore 
a; = { 4 4 a@} = m;+ . 
In general, we have the following results. 
Theorem 4.1. Let N be a STPN on C, T. Then J[NlJ;rW and m; are closed by prefix. 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the prefix closure of 2,(N) (see 
Lemma 3.1). 0 
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Theorem 4.2. Let %I C %I be time domains and N be a STPN on C, TI. Tlzm 
[Nj’” = [3y2. -7 ) 
Proof. It is obvious that OPT,(N) cOp,?(N) and, as a result, that UT, Cmy2. 
Let be w= (rj’)k~ur,. Then there exists ~~“EOJ,~(N) such that IcT”~~~,,, = 
((Y:‘, 7:‘))~ for some (zi’)k 6 UT. 
Let f; : U2+U,, 0 <i < Id’/ + I, be defined as follows: 
I 
max{tEU, 1 T<z”} if max{s~Ui~rdz”} 
,f;( f”) de’ 
+C;:;.fi(Tb”(j)l) - ~;:,+J”(i)l 
[ min{rEU, IT>?‘} otherwise. 
Let r~’ dAf (%)1,,q, O<i<lo”l + I, be defined as follows: 
l for each SES,V and for each TO,, 
“(q;)(s)(T) kf 
r(o)(Sw if i= 1, 
(((o’(i - I ))“)(s)(s) otherwise; 
l t[q;] dAf t[d’(i)]; 
l V[r?il(S) d&f .h(cp[~"(~)l(~)); 
. T[q;] dg ,fi(T[O”(i)]); 
l (vi)“(~)(h(T)) d!f (“((a”(i + 1 )>>(s>(t). 
Function f; approximates r” E U2 with J(T”)E Ui such that the distance between the 
ith firing time of a”, 
and the ith firing time of (T’, 
,$ T[o'ml= ,$ .hW'Wl)~ 
is less than the granularity y(Ui) of Ui, that is 
k ~[O”(l)l - C&I t[o’(f)l <;‘UI 1. 
,= I 
It is obvious that CJ’ is the initial timed marking of N. It easy to prove that if /cJ’( = x 
then T[o'] = M. We also need to prove that the choice functions are well-defined in the 
definition of CJ’. Since 6,v(x), AN(X) E Ui , for each x E ,S,V U TAI U IN, and the distance 
between the ith firing time of 0” and the ith firing time of CT’ is less than the granularity 
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of Vi, we can prove by induction on i that cp[~] satisfies the three conditions in 
Definition 3.2. 0 
We can attain a finitary language from an infinitary one given by the previous 
definition in two different ways: 
l by taking each finite prefix of the words of the infinitary language (P-language 
semantics) 
l by taking each finite word of the infinitary language (F-language semantics). 
Definition 4.3 (P-language semantics). Let N be a STPN on C,TT. Then 
l the function [_$,r : Op,(N)+C* is defined as follows: 
[Crhlr d”f {weC* 1 3uECW.wu=[a]l;+,}; 
l the weak P-language semantics of N is 
l the strong P-language semantics of N is 
m; def lJ [Cr$,. 
uIEOp,(N) 
Definition 4.4 (F-language semantics). Let N be a STPN on C, 
l the weak F-language semantics of N is 
T . Then: 
l the strong F-language semantics of N is 
Notice that in the case of the F-language semantics, infinite operational behaviours 
have no corresponding observational behaviours. 
Theorem 4.3. 53: = 5-J;. 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the fact that for each STPN N on C,U the 
set [[NII,” is closed by prefix (Theorem 4.1). 0 
So Bi and u$ define the same semantics, whereas NF and j$ are in general 
different semantics. 
When abstracting sequenzialization away we obtain the following observational 
semantics. 
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Definition 4.5 (Time semantics). Let N be a STPN on Z’, T. Then: 
. the function [_I;,, :Opll(N)-+[C x U-FU] is defined as follows: 
l the weak time semantics of N is 
l the strong time semantics of N is 
The time semantics describes the point of view of an observer that can see for each 
action only the time when it occurs, without realizing any kind of sequential ordering 
between actions occurring at the same time. In fact, we may suppose that between two 
actions there is a causal ordering that results operationally in a sequentialization. When 
observing the behaviour of a system from a time-critical point of view, the interest is 
in the time of occurrence of actions rather than in the sequentialization, and therefore 
the time semantics appears to be the most adequate. 
5. Expressivity 
The expressivity of Petri nets has been widely studied in the literature (see 
[ 12,20,25]). To this purpose Petri nets have been seen as generators of languages 
and their expressivity is given by the class of languages they can generate. However, 
there are different ways in which Petri nets can generate languages. 
First, one can consider either only finite words, which results in the classical notion 
of (jinitary) language (see e.g. [ 12,201) or even infinite words, which result in the 
notion of an injnitary language (see e.g. [19,27]). 
Another point concerns what actions can be generated: one can choose the set of 
transitions as the set of actions pee Petri net languuges - see e.g. [25]) or to have 
a separate alphabet C of actions and a Iabelling function that assigns an action to 
each transition (Petri net languages), or even to consider also the empty word ), as an 
action (arbitrary Petri net languages). The last choice is the most general and leads 
to the most expressive classes of languages. This is just the choice we have made for 
our STPNs. 
Furthermore, in the case of languages of finite words one has also to decide which 
finite sequences of actions that are generated by the computation must be considered 
as the words of the language. So we have different kinds of (free and/or arbitrary) 
Petri net languages: 
l L-type or terminul languages, given by all the words that lead to some marking 
belonging to a given finite set of terminal markings. 
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l G-type or covering languages, given by all the words that lead to some covering of 
some marking belonging to a given finite set of terminal markings. 
a P-type, given by all the prefixes of the finite or infinite words generated by whole 
computations. 
l T-type or deadlock languages, given by all the words that lead to any marking under 
which there is no further enabled transition. 
We can then say that semantics 1-I: and u: are analogous to the class of arbitrary 
P-type Petri net languages and semantics fls is analogous to the class of arbitrary 
T-type Petri net languages. 
In [12] several inclusions and equivalences among the different families of Petri 
net languages are given, but none of these families is the family 90 of all Turing- 
generable languages. It is generally recognized that Petri nets are just less expressive 
than Turing machines and that therefore any significant extension of Petri nets increases 
the expressivity to that of Turing machines (see e.g. [20]). 
Since time(d) Petri nets are Petri net extensions, it appeared natural to study their 
expressivity in the same way as the expressivity of Petri nets. The key point for 
each kind of time(d) Petri nets is that of understanding whether the time extension is 
powerful enough to result in Turing machine equivalence. 
The first result on the expressivity of time Petri nets has been given in [ 131, where 
Merlin and Farber’s time Petri nets, with time intervals attached to transitions and 
strong timing, are proved to be as expressive as Turing machines. The proof consists 
of the simulation of a determistic input-jiee 2-counter machine by means of a time 
Petri net. 
Then in [2] it is proved that Walter’s timed Petri nets (see [28]), where timing 
constraints are intervals attached to links and which are interpreted according to weak 
timing, cannot simulate Turing machines. The proof shows that the language gen- 
erated by a counter with zero-testing cannot be generated by a Walter timed Petri 
net. 
Moreover, in [26] Starke’s timed nets, where timing constraints are mere times at- 
tached to transitions and the net is interpreted according to an earliest jiring rule that 
forces transitions to fire as soon as possible, are proved to be as expressive as Turing 
machines. 
All these models can be seen as subclasses of STPNs; here we want to analyze 
the expressivity of the different subclasses of STPNs, so including the results already 
given in the literature inside a more general framework. In order to do this we need 
some further notation. 
Notation 5.1. Let us call 
l PN’ the class of Petri nets on C, 
l STPNZ the class of STPNs on C, 
l TPPNZ the class of TPPNs on C, 
l TTPN’ the class of TTPNs on C, 
l TLPN’ the class of TLPNs on C. 
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Let us also assume the following notation: 
C’, Cf and Cf denote generic elements of {STPNz,TPPNz,TTPNZ,TLPNz}. 
C’, Cf and Cc denote the classes C“, CF and C$ interpreted according to weak 
timing. 
--2‘ -_r 
C , C, and Cf denote the classes C’, Cf and Cf interpreted according to strong 
timing. 
ti drnotes a generic weak observational semantics among [_I)‘” I[_]‘” [_lF [_I’ _-T’ __T’ _T’ -r 
fl*, %otes a generic strong observational semantics among fl:, o-n;, I-I’,, r_IF 
and n’,. 
Definition 5.1 (Expressiuity). Let T be a time domain and 
C$, C$ E { STPN’, TPPN’, TTPN’, TLPN’} 
be classes of STPNs on C.T. 
Let Cf E {Cf,Cf}, Cf E {C:,Cf} and *E {ts,w, P, F, t}. Then we say that 
class Cf is ut least as *-expressive as class C -f iff @fj; C [Cfjt,, 
class Cf is not more *-expressive than class Cf iff &I; $ [Cfj>, 
class Cf is exactly as *-expressive as class Cc iff [Cfjt, =@&, 
class Cf is strictly less *-expressive than class Cf iff &]:, C $fn$. 
A first result extends the main result given in [ 131. 
Theorem 5.1. Let C be an alphabet oj’actions and T be a time domain. Then 
Proof. In [13] it has been proved that Merlin and Farber’s time Petri nets are as 
expressive as Turing machines. Since each place representing a state of the determistic 
input-free 2-counter machine of the mentioned proof can contain at most one token 
(meaning that the machine is in that state) and each transition has one of these places 
as a precondition, also according to our strong timed sequential semantics a transition 
becomes always disabled when a token is consumed from some of its preconditions. 
This means that the proof in [ 131 holds independently of the choice of static or 
dynamic clocks in giving a strong operational semantics to nets and therefore it holds 
also for TTPN’. 
Thus, when the semantics of mZ is given as a class of finitary languages, the 
resulting class is .Z;po. 0 
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N, E TPPN Nz E TPPN 
Fig. 7. Simulation of NI E TPPN by Nz E TPPN 
5.1. Expressivity: Weak timing versus strong timing 
In this subsection, for each of the considered three subclasses of STPNs we compare 
the expressivity with respect to weak time semantics with the expressivity with respect 
to strong time semantics. 
Theorem 5.2. Let C be an alphabet of actions and T a time domain. Then 
Proof. We must prove that 
VN, E TPPNz.3N2 t TPPN'.m; = w,“, 
namely that the ts semantics of a TPPN N1 working under weak timing can be sim- 
ulated by the ts semantics of a TPPN N2 working under strong timing. 
Given a TPPN N1 we construct another TPPN N2 (see Fig. 7) by creating 
l for each s E S,V, a place j(s), 
l for each t E TN, a transition 6((t) with the same label as t, 
l for each (s, t) EZN~ a link (p(s), C(t)) and for each (t,s) E OAI, a link (C(t), p(s)). 
Moreover, if there is a timing constraint attached to s then we attach the same timing 
constraint to j(s) and we create 
0 a A-transition U(s), 
0 a link (p(s), U(s)). 
The initial marking of N2 is given by M,Q(j(s)) =M,v, (s), for each s E S,, . 
In this way, for each token in s there is a token in j(s), but, since N2 works 
under strong timing, during its evolution, the tokens whose behaviour would not be in 
accordance with the strong timing are removed from p(s) by the firings of A-transition 
U(s). In fact, a dN,(s) time units old token in p(s) would not satisfy the strong timing 
assumption if it aged further instead of being consumed by a firing of some firable 
transition. But the presence of A-transition U(s), that has only p(s) as precondition, 
ensures that such tokens are consumed by its firings before they become older than 
AN,(S) time units. Note that even if a token is consumed by the firing U(s) when it 
is younger than AN,(S), this does not appear in the ts semantics since such semantics 
abstracts firing of A-transitions away. 
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Now we must prove that I[N2n: = o/vlnF. 
First we prove that m: C ilN2]iF. 
Let be 0 E lINl]lF. Then there exists a timed firing sequence (TI E I, such that 
[a, ],z,., = %. By means of a suitable renaming CJI can be transformed into hi E O&N*) 
such that [cJ$,& = % (the details of the renaming are given in Appendix A). 
- 
Then cri must be transformed into a strong sequence cr2 E Op,(Nt ) such that [a&&, 
I ts = [o~!,,,,,~ by inserting, for each s E S,J+, sufficiently many firings of E.-transitions U(s) 
to consume all the tokens that do not respect the strong timing assumption in cri 
(the details of the transformation are given in Appendix A). So [r~l]z~,~ = [crk]& = 0, 
which means that % ELF and therefore I[NIIlF 2 m:. 
The converse, namely m: C l[NllF, is simpler. Given 9 E(IN~~:, it is sufficient to 
consider (~2 E @,(A$) such that ~[cJz~,;~,~ = 0 and 
l to remove from it, for each s E ,S,, , each firing of the i-transition U(s), 
l to modify the time of each firing ye that has not been removed, by adding to it the 
times of the sequence of consecutive firings of the i-transitions that were just before 
‘1 and have been removed, 
l to rename the components of the sequence in a suitable way. 
Since only firings of i-transitions have been removed and the times have been modified 
in a suitable way, the resulting sequence (TI Ebb is such that [cr,];,,, =[io2]zI,, =%. 
Then 9 E w; and therefore m: C IIN11]‘,“. Cl 
Theorem 5.3. Let C hr an alphabet of actions and T a time domain. Then 
[TTPN’1’; c [mrf;. 
Proof. Given a TTPN NI we construct another TTPN N2 (see Fig. 8) by creating 
for each s E SN, : 
0 a place p(s), 
l for each ti E s*: 
- a place C&S, t,), 
~ a transition $3, ti) with the same label and the same time interval as t,, 
~ a A-transition U(s,ti) with [do,, do,] as time interval, if Am, <CG, 
- for each Sj E l ti a link (P(sj), fi((s, ti)) (for simplicity only a link (Ij(,s),U(~,t;), ) 
is represented in Fig. 8, while also the other links are represented in Fig. 9) 
- for each sj E l ti a link (&.~i,ti), fi(si,ti)) and, if AN, (ti) <OO, a link (q(Sj, t;), U 
(sj,ti))3 
- for each (ti,s’) E ON, a link (fi(sj, ti), j(d)) and, for each t’ ES’* such that do, 
<co, a link (i!(si, t,), i(s’, t’)) (taking into account that for each s’ E &, there exist 
several q(s’, t’) E S,,, that are represented in neither of the figures). 
The initial marking of N2 is given by 
. MN>(j(s))=MN,(s), 
l for each t ES’ such that AN,(t) <CC 
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Ni E TTPN N2 E TTPN 
Fig. 8. Simulation of a place of NI E TTPN by a fragment of N2 E TTPN. 
N1 E TTPN 
L_..._~___---______-l 
N2 E TTPN 
Fig. 9. Simulation of a transition of NI E TTPN by a fragment of N2 ETTPN 
Mv2(g(s, t)) =MJ, (s). 
In Ni a transition t E TN, is firable when a token from each of its preconditions 
is at least C?N, (t) old and at least one of them is at most AN, (t) old. So, for each 
token P(s) in place s E &, whose age is at most AN,(~), with t ES*, there exist one 
token P(s) in p(s) E S,Q and one token &P(s), t) in q(s, t) ES,Q, but, according to 
the strong behaviour of N2, &P(s), t) must be consumed by the firing of A-transition 
U(s, t) when it becomes AN,(~) old, unless it has already been consumed by a firing of 
C((s, t). In this way, the firing of a transition t E T,‘,, consuming a token P(s) that is at 
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most A,,,,(t) old from a precondition s of t can be simulated in N2 by the firing of 
transition fi((s, t) E r,, consuming from q(s, t) a token &P(s), t) that is at most A.v, (t) 
old and consuming from J(s) a token P(s) of any age. 
Note that, since more than one of the consumed tokens of Nt can be at most AN,(~) 
old, a firing of t E TN, can be simulated by a firing of one among different possi- 
ble transitions 1?(s, t ) E &. Anyway the simulation is correct because each of these 
C((s, t ) E Tv2 has the same label as t E 7;v,. 
Note also that the ages of the tokens in place j?(s) do not affect the behaviour even 
if such a place contains a token P(s) that is at most AN,(~) old for some t E s’. In fact, 
in this case there exists token &P(s), t) in q(s, t) that affects the firing of t, and so it 
is also possible that a firing of tl(s, t) consumes 0(!‘(s), t) and some P’(s) # p(s). 
Now we must prove that mi =i[NITlF. 
---ts 
First we prove that w; C [N&. 
Let be 0 E [NIlIt. Then there exists a timed firing sequence CJI EOJ~(N~) such that 
[ai ]i,,, = 0. A n al ogous to the proof of the previous theorem, ~1 can be transformed 
into CJ~ EONS such that li~i]$ = 0 (the details of the transformation are given in 
Appendix B). 
- 
Then C; must be transformed into a strong sequence (~2 E Op,(N, ) such that [io~]z~,~ 
= P%, % by inserting, for each s E S,V, and for each t E s*, sufficiently many firings of 
%-transitions i(s,t) to consume all the tokens that does not respect the strong timing 
assumption in oi (the details of the transformation are given in Appendix B). So 
[g2ngz, T = [c$z2., = 0, which means that Q E @@. and therefore [INlll: Cm:. 
The converse, namely m: (I [[N1DF, can be easily proved according to the same 
proof schema as the previous theorem. 
Then 0 E w: and therefore m: Cm;. 0 
Theorem 5.4. Let C be an alphabet of’ actions and T u time domain. Then 
Proof. Let N1 E TLPN. According to the weak timing semantics, for each place s of 
NI, a token can be consumed by some transition firing within a time 
rmax(s) = max{ AN, (s, t) / t E SO}. 
So the idea for the simulation of NI by a TLPN N2 interpreted according to strong 
timing is that of splitting time interval [O,r,,,(s)] in all the time subintervals corre- 
sponding to all the different possible subsets of transitions belonging to S* that are 
firable at the same time. 
For every place s of NI, we consider the sets 
I, = {&,(&t) / (.%t> EIN,) u {AN,(s,~) / (%t)Eh, > u {o}, 
J, = {&, (~6 t) 1 (s, t> E h’, A 6N,h t> = b-v’, (& t,}, 
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we put 
and we write 
L = {To, Tl,. . ., Gn(s,>, Js = {&n(s)+1 > T,(s)+2,. . ., G(s)) 
with the z;‘s ordered as follows: 
0 = zo < 51 < . . <q+), ~m(s)+l <T,(s)+2 < . . < Tn(s). 
We define h, : (0, 1,. . . ,n(s)}+{O, 1,. . . ,n(s)} as follows: 
( 
0 if i= 0, 
h,(i - 1) + 1 if q7(i-~) EJ,, 
h,(i)= h,(i - 2) + 1 if ThS(i-l) ~4, 
A h,(i - l)>m(s), 
max{jI0,<j6n(s)Azj=Zh,(i--l)} otherwise 
and we put 
for each i= l,...,n(s). 
Function h, sorts the indices i = 1,. . . , n(s) so that 0 = zhS(o) d zhY(l) < . . <~h$(,,(~)). 
In this way, for each [?,?I attached to some link that has s as a source in NI there 
exists iE{l,. . . , n(s)} such that Z(S, i) = Th,(i) = 2 = Zh,(i_l) = Z(S, i - 1) E Z, n J,, with 
O<h,(i - l)<m(s) and m(s)<h,y(i)6n(s). 
Then we construct (see Fig. IO) a subnet 7$(s) of N2 corresponding to s by creating, 
for each i = 1 , . . . ,n(s), a place qf and, for each i = 1,. . . ,n(s) - 1 a A-transition Uf and 
A$ E TLPN 
Fig. 10. Simulation of a place of N1 E TLPN by a fragment N*(S) of N2 E TLPN. 
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two links (qS,Uf) and (Gf,qf+,), and by defining S,V~(#,U~) = d~~(#,z?f) = z(s,i) - 
s(s,i - I). 
Moreover, if z~+) <co, we construct also a i.-transition UAcs, and one link (&7,, Uic,,) 
with fi~~(q~(~,,t7~,,,)=d~~(4~(.~),U~(~))=~(~,n(~)) - +, (.y) - 1). 
Therefore, N*(s) is a chain of places and A-transitions where, for each i = 1,. . , n(s), 
the time interval that is attached to the incoming link of A-transition Us ensures that 
tokens remain in the ith place 4: for a time z(s, i) - 7(s, i - 1 ), that is the length of 
the ith subinterval corresponding to one of the different possible subsets of transitions 
belonging to SO that are firable at the same time. If one of these transitions t is such 
that (SN,(S, t) = AN,(s, t) then there exists i such that r(s, i) = z(s,i - l), and therefore 
tokens remain in $ for a null time, which is in accordance with the fact that t is 
firable at a unique time. 
Now, in order to attain N2, we must connect the subnets No, s E S,,, with one 
another. Consider a transition t of the given net N,, with 9 = {s,, . . ,s,}, and the 
subnets N2(s1 ), . . . , No constructed as above (see Fig. 11). Let g(t) be the number 
of possible combinations of subintervals, one for each s; E 9 (i.e. the number of possible 
places, one for each subnet Nz(si)) that can make t firable in NI. In the new net N2 we 
have g(t) transitions that correspond to t and are labelled by IN,(~). Each of them has 
as preconditions one place $’ for each subnet Nz(si), 1 d i <r, such that $ corresponds 
to one of the subintervals in which [O,S,,,(S~)] is split. 
Then, for each r-tuple 
(kl....,k,), 
such that, for each i = 1,. . . ,r, 
l 6 k; < n(.Q), d,,(~i,t)G7(~i,ki-l), AN,(s,,~)~T(s~$~;), 
we create 
l a new transition $;::::.~~(f) E TN~ with the same label as t, 
l for each i= l,...,r, a new link (~~~,~~I:::::;~l(t))~~~~ with 
interval, 
l for each link (t, s) E ON,, -(s I...... F?_) a new link (“(k,,...,k71(~),&) E ONz. 
Note that for each t E TN, such that .t = 0 we have created a 
such that Y$~( t) = 8. 
The initial marking of N2 is given by 
[O,z(si,ki)] as a time 
transition E”(t) E T 0 Nz 
MN2(z)= 
h&,(s) if i=O, 
0 otherwise. 
Now we must prove that ([N21; = or\i,n;. 
--ts 
First we prove that ([N1: C [N21a. 
Let be 8 E lilvl]:. Then there exists a timed firing sequence 01 E Op,(N,) such that 
[~j;:,,, = 6. By renaming transitions and inserting firings of i-transitions, cry can be 
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N, E TLPN 
+h, 
N2 E TLPN 
Fig. 11. Simulation of a transition of N1 E TLPN by a fragment of N2 E TLPN. 
transformed into a strong sequence (~2 E 0p,(N1) such that [Q]& = [a~ I;,,, (the de- 
tails of the transformation are given in Appendix C). So [oz$,& = [a~ IF,,, = 0 which 
means that 0 E [[N,]; and therefore w: & [[N,llF. 
The converse, namely my C i[N11:, can be easily proved according to the same 
schema used for the previous theorems. 
Then f3 E [lvl$ and therefore m; C [%F. q 
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Theorem 5.5. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a time domain. Then 
[m’]tf $ [TPPN’II’;, 
[imZU’f $ [TTPN’1’!, 
[%i+p’; $ [TLPN’1’;. 
Proof. It follows from the closure by prefix of UT, for each NE STPN’ 
(Theorem 4.1). In fact, it is easy to define a STPN N on C, T for each of the three 
classes, TPPN, TTPN and TLPN, such that I[NlIF is not close by prefix. So for each 
net N’ of the same class as N mq # i[NsF. 0 
Corollary 5.1. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a time domain. Then, for each 
* E { 6 0, P, F, t}, 
Proof. The strict inclusions hold for * = ts by Theorems 5.2-5.4, together with 
Theorem 5.5. 
It is obvious that the non-strict inclusions hold for * E {cu, P, F, t} since the corre- 
sponding semantics are abstractions from ts semantics. 
The proof that the inclusions are strict for * E {w, P, F} is analougos to that of 
Theorem 5.5 by the closure by prefix of fl’,, for each N E STPN” (Theorem 4.1). 
The proof that the inclusions are strict for * = t is analogous to that of Theorem 5.5, 
but now the STPN must be chosen in such a way that each firing of a transition that 
is not labelled by I. occurs at a different time. So each Bt EU’, can give only the 
values 0 and 1 when being applied to any action and any time, while each 8, E m: 
is a sequence strictly increasing with respect to the second component of its element 
(the time) and therefore there is a one-to-one correspondence between I[NDi and fl;. 
Then, since by Theorem 5.5 for each net N’ of the same class as N [[N’IIZ # &@, also 
we have m’,~ # mb. 0 
5.2. E.xpressivity: Timed places, transitions or links 
In this subsection, we compare the expressivity of any subclass of STPN’s with that 
of each other, both with respect to weak-time semantics and to strong-time semantics. 
Theorem 5.6. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a time domain. Then 
[TPPN’n’; c [TTPN’g’;. 
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Nl E TPPN Nz E TTPN 
Fig. 12. Simulation of a place of NI E TPPN by a fragment of & E m. 
Proof. For each Nt E TPPN, for each place s of Nt, a token in s can be consumed by 
a firing of some transition t E S’ when its age is within the time interval [6~, (s), AN, (s)] 
attached to s. With weak timing we can imagine to fix the age at which a token in 
s may be consumed for firing t independent of the tokens in the other preconditions 
of t. If t is not firable for such a fixed age the behaviour is undistinguishable from 
that where the token becomes older than AN,(s) without being consumed. 
Such behaviour can be implemented by a TTPN N2. In this net to each place s of Nt 
with its postconditions and the output links of s the subnet given in Fig. 12 corresponds. 
Moreover, for each outgoing link (t’,s’) of Ni, N2 has a link from ($(t’), j(s’)). 
The initial marking of N2 associates no token with places q(s)‘s and associates with 
each place j(s) the same number of tokens as the initial marking of Ni associates 
with s. 
It is straightforward to see that m: =a:. 0 
The proof of the previous theorem does not work when the timing is strong be- 
cause time of consumption of the tokens in s by a transition t E so cannot be chosen 
independent of the tokens in other places belonging to ‘t. 
However, TPPNs can be simulated by TTPNs even when the timing is strong, as 
shown by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.7. Let C be an alphabet qf actions and U a time domain. Then 
Proof. Now, for each s of Ni E TPPN we construct the subnet of N2 E TTPN given 
in Fig. 13. Moreover (see the example in Fig. 14) 
l for each transition t E so of Nr , for each J E 2.‘) we construct a transition i$ in Nz 
having no timing constraint (i.e. having [0, CQ] as time interval), if J = 8, and having 
[O,O] as time interval, otherwise, 
l for each link (s, t) E IN, and for each J E 2.’ we construct in N2 a link (qa(s), i$), if 
s 4 J, and a link (q,(s), Gj), if s E J, 
l for each link (t,s) E ON, and for each J E 2” we construct in N2 a link (i;:, j(s)). 
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s P(S) G(S) ds) C,(s) G%(s) 
I .n I 
@ $61 ” [A - 6,iA - 61 ’ 
N1 E TPPN N2 E TTPN 
Fig. 13. Simulation of a place of N1 E TPPN by a fragment of A$ E TTPN. 
N, E TPPN N2 E TTPN 
Fig. 14. Example of simulation of N, E TPPN by N2 E TTPN. 
In this way a firing of t in NI is simulated by a firing of ii& when t is not forced 
to fire in NI, but when the time interval attached to any s E l t forces t to fire, any 
~7; with s E J is forced to fire by its [O,O] time interval and this simulates in N2 the 
strong behaviour of N1. 
The initial marking of Nl associates no token with places &,(s)‘s and q,(s)‘s and 
associates with each place p(s) the same number of tokens as the initial marking of 
N1 associates with s. 
-ts 
The proof that [NI In = [[Nz]~ -+ is given in Appendix D). 0 
Theorem 5.8. Let C be an alphabet of actions and T a time domain. Then 
jTTPN’:D’; 2 I[TLPN”]lr. 
Proof. The idea for the simulation of a TTPN NI by a TLPN N2 is that of con- 
structing for each place s of N1 a place j(s) of N2 and for each incoming link (s, t) 
in N1 a transition G(‘(s, t) in Nz. Time intervals attached to the incoming links of each 
transition z?((s;, t), for i = 1,. . , n, with l t= (~1, . . . ,s,} (see Fig. 15) ensure that a firing 
of Ls(si, t) can occur when the token in si is the youngest of the enabling tuple for t 
and the other tokens of the enabling tuple are at least d,(t) time units old. In this way 
the weak behaviour of N2 simulates the weak behaviour of Nl. Moreover, the time 
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N1 E TPPN N2 E TLPN 
Fig. 15. Simulation of a subnet of N1 E TTPN by a subnet of N2 E TLPN. 
N2 E TLPN N2 E TPPN 
Fig. 16. Simulation of a subnet of NI F TLPN by a subnet of N2 E=. 
intervals of N2 ensure also that a firing of C((si, t) is forced to occur when the token of 
the enabling tuple that is in si is d,+(t) time units old. Therefore, the strong behaviour 
of N2 simulates the strong behaviour of NI. 
Theorem 5.9. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a time domain. Then 
yTLPN”1’; c [TPPN’I’;. 
Proof. For each place s E SN, we have a place j(s) in N2, for each transition t E TN 
we have a transition C(t) in N2 having lN, (t) as a label and, for each link (s, t) in Ni, 
in N2 we construct 
0 a A-transition U(s, t), 
l a place g(s, t) having [&, (s, t), A, (s, t)] as a time interval, 
l three links (j(s), U(s, t)), (U(s, t), q(s, t)) and (4(s, t), V(t)). 
The place p(s) corresponding to s has [O,O] as a time interval in order to cause, for 
each token arrived in j(s), an immediate nondeterministic choice about which transition 
z?(t), corresponding to t E s*, it may contribute to fire. In fact, a A-transition U(s, t) leads 
to a place q(s, t) with [&(s, t),dN(s, t)] as a time interval that is a precondition of 
C(t) (see Fig. 16). 
It is straightforward to see that w; = I[N21;. 0 
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Corollary 5.2. Let c be an alphabet of actions and T a time domain. Then, for each 
* E {ts, t), 
Corollary 5.3. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a time domain. Then, ji~r each 
*E {w,P,F}, 
[TPPN’]; = [TTPN’]; = ITLPN’]; c [mj; = [m’]; = (ITLPN’];. 
5.3. Expressivity: Dense versus discrete domain 
The proof of the last theorem of the previous section cannot be extended to strong 
timing. However, a different proof can be given for the discrete case. 
Theorem 5.10. Let C be an alphabet of actions and T a discrete time domain. Then 
Proof. The idea for the simulation is now that of constructing for each place s(I) of NI 
a chain of subnets I#” as shown in Fig. 17. Each subnet $’ simulates the permanence 
of a token in sci) while its age varies between m(s(‘)) + (j - 1 )u and m(s”)) +ju, with 
,(sCi)) = min{dN, (sCi), tj”)}) CjG-r(lj, and the number of subnets corresponding to SC’) 
is k(s”)) = 1 + (M(d’)) - m(s”‘))/u, with M(s(*)) = max((dN,(s(‘), fy))), G,,QrC1)\{~)). 
Moreover, for each transition t of N,, with l t = {s(‘), . . . ,s(“)}, we construct many 
-s”‘....,.+“) n 
different subnets Nj, ,.,.,J~ (t) connecting the subnets I$“,... ,j$ ‘, each $ (11 ,,...::;,%) 
corresponding to a possible choice of ages of tokens in s(l), . . . , s(“) that makes t firable. 
-s” ‘,_.,.P 
In Fig. 18 the connection between subnet N;,,.,.,j,, (t) and subnets I$“, . ,I$“’ is 
described in detail by expliciting places, transitions and links constituting the single 
subnets. In particular, we have c = 0 when, for each i E { I,. , n}, 6~~ (s(j), t) dm(s(‘)) 
+ (,j; - I )u < AN, (di), t) and there exists CE { I,. . . , n - l}, such that AN, (SC’), t) = M(,s(~)) 
+ (jr- 1)~ (l is forced to fire in N); c= u when for all i E {l,... ,n}, such that 
s,~,(,~(‘),t)~m(s(‘))+j,u<AN,(s (‘I, t) (t is not forced to fire in Nf ). In the former case, 
when the transition labelled by IN, (t) is firable, time intervals [c, c] = [0, 0] associated 
with the incoming links of this transition force it to fire, unless it is disabled by the 
firing of another transition labelled by IN,(~) of another subnet. This prevents tokens 
from “aging” along the chains. In the latter case, instead, time intervals [c, c] = [u, U] 
cause a nondeterministic choice between a firing of the transition labelled by IN,(t) 
and an “aging” of tokens along the chains. 
One must take care of two particular cases: 
l If some (s,t) of N1 is such that d~(s,t) = 30, the last place, say q(s), of the last 
subnet &&, of the chain corresponding to s, has [O,m] rather than [O,O] as time 
interval and further subnets connecting the chains must be added, each subnet having 
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discrete TTPN N 
discrete TPPN N, 
Fig. 17. Simulation of a discrete strong TTPN by a discrete strong TPPN. 
Fig. 18. Connection between subnet ~~~~,~,>;’ (R)(~) and subnets 18’ ,, )...) Iv;,,. 
the transition labelled by IN,(~) such that its precondition in Z?&, is this time q(s) 
and with no connection between its places and Ii&). 
if there exists 2~ { 1,. . .,n}, such that &,(~(‘),t) =m(~(~))<d~,(~(~),t) (i.e. t can 
fire when the token in ,s(‘) is ~N,(s(~), f) = rn(~(~)) time units old, but 1 is not forced 
to fire since 6, (SC;), t) <ANY (sCi), t)), further subnets connecting the chains must be 
added, each subnet having c = u and whose connection with the chain corresponding 
to each &) such that 6, (sCi), t) = m(s(‘)) < d,vi (sCi), t) is given simply by a link from 
p(s(‘)) to the transition labelled by IN,(~). 0 
Corollary 5.4. Let C be an alphabet of actions and U a discrete time domain. Then, 
for each * E {w, P, F, ts, t}, 
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6. Discussion 
We have given a general framework for studying the expressivity of various kinds 
of time Petri nets differing from one another with respect to timing location, timing 
strength and time domain. 
In order to evaluate the modelling power of such nets for time-critical systems, 
we have introduced new semantics that include time explicitly. Under the weak time 
assumption we have shown that different timing locations do not lead to different 
expressivity, while with strong timing one has inclusions that become equalities in 
the case of discrete time (Theorem 5.10). The application of the technique used in the 
proof of this theorem to simulate timed transitions by means of timed places would fail 
in the case of dense time. Actually, we force the choice of one path of the net rather 
than another only at the ends of an interval, avoiding any possible evolution at times 
within the interval, and this is correct only with unitary intervals and discrete time. 
It remains an open problem whether inclusions are strict for both timed places and 
timed transitions and for timed transitions and timed links. 
We have also analysed the expressivity of different kinds of time Petri nets ab- 
stracting time away along the line usually followed in the literature, so including in 
our framework also the known results of [2, 131. It appears that only strong time can 
increase the expressive power of Petri nets. A time extension results in an increased 
expressive power only if time modifies the firing rule by forcing transitions to fire. This 
is in accordance with the results of [4], which shows that untimed Petri nets under the 
muximum firirzg rule have the same expressive power as Turing machines. 
Appendix A. Formal details of Proof of Theorem 5.2 
A.I. First transformation 
First we see the details of the transformation of r~i into ~1. Put k = /GII E N U {cm}. 
Then, for each j E N such that 0 <j < k + 1, 
l s[fli(j)l dAf r[al(j)l, 
l tto;(j)l d”f %4a(j)l), 
l “(oi( j))(p(s)) def ‘(a{( j))(s), for each s E &, , 
l (a;( j))“(p(s)) dAf (cl(j))‘(s), for each s E S,v, 
l cp[oi( j)l(P(s)) def dm(j)l(s), for each sE V[m(j>l. 
It is easy to see that cri E Op,(Nx) with ]gGl= IcrtI = k. Moreover, since, by construc- 
tion of N2, I~:(c(t)) = IN,(~) for each t E T N,, we have lN2(l[oL(j)l> = lN,(t[m(j)l) and 
therefore 
[(T’jfS 2 N,,~=abstr{(~.,,ITEu]((lN,(f[a~(j)l),r[o~ljl))k 
= abse{(,t,,) I T E 8) ((jN1 (~[cI (_dl>, ~[CJI Ijl))k 
=Pd;,.,~ 
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A.2. Second transformation 
Now we see the details of the transformation of cri E Op,(Nz) into ~72 E Op,(Nz). 
We put 
z(o) d&f o I 
02 
and for each i E N 
-I 
,w - 
a(i+~) djf if ~7~~) E 0p,(N2), 
C(j) . ai+ 1 (vi+ 1) 1 otherwise, 
where 
0 f?i+l dGf limj-, fJj -(“I) with 
_ cg+l) %f (o(i))O, 
- for each j E FV, 
a(,‘+ I 1 
5(,i+l) def J 
Jf’ = 
( 
if (c7ji+“)’ is (r[ai(i + I)] - r[dj’+‘)])-stable, 
if;!+‘) . (tli’,:“)’ otherwise, 
where 
1 c++,‘+‘)) d&f ($j+‘))’ 
J+’ 
2. +f.‘+‘)] def mix{, Eli ) “o+‘+‘)) 
J+’ J+’ 
is r-stable}, 
3. f[$y,‘)] dAf ii with s^ any of SES , N such that ( “(~!‘+‘)) ~(z[~!‘+‘)]))(s) 
J+’ J+’ 
(h,(S))‘O, 
4. cp[i$,‘)] : ‘ii(i) = {i}+U is defined as follows: cp[r&?/)](s^) = AN, (s^); 
l Yi+l dAf (ai+ >” Kz[oi(i + 1 >I - ~[~i+ll>, fi(t[o:(i + 1 >I>, V[ai(i + 111). 
Note that the set {z E T 1 ‘(P$~,‘)) is r-stable} is never empty since otherwise the 
condition of stability should have already held. 
We have also to notice that, for each i E N, d -(‘+l) is well-defined. In fact 5!+“, 
that is the initial timed marking of ai, assigns finitely many tokens to the places of 
N2 and the timed markings that are yielded subsequently do the same. So, at each 
step j, timed marking (O!‘+‘) J+l 1 =(“:1-:lY is obtained from timed marking (Cj.it’))o by 
removing one token, which means that the stability condition must be attained within 
-(i+l) 
a finite time, namely that there exists n E N such that, for each j > II, oj = g+‘) 
Then 
ai+, = lim c!‘+‘) 
J 
= $i+l) 
j-00 
n 
and therefore, for each i E N, Ci+l is finite, and, as a result, also c?(~+‘) is finite and 
well-defined. 
Now we put 
02 def p& a(‘) 
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and we must prove that 
1. 02 is well-defined, 
- 
2. e2 E OP,(N2), 
3. kJ2n;*,7I =o4n.&. 
Point 1 is easy, since cr -(O) is the initial timed marking of ai, and, for each i E N, Oci) 
and ii;+, are finite. 
Let us see now point 2. If 02 is finite then trivially (~2 = Zen) E 0pT(A5), with n = 1~~1. 
Otherwise we must prove that, for each h d ICCi)l (CCi) is finite), fi[f?(‘),h] is r[a2,h]- 
stable. We prove this by induction on i (h depends on i). 
By construction of ii@+‘) there exists n>O such that 
CC’+ I ) =8)‘oi+, (Q+,), =&pr/;+’ . ..r/.+‘yi+, =(T+‘qtn+,. 
For i = 0 it results h < jii(o)J = 0 (i.e. h = 0). Then ,u[&‘), 0] = C?(O) = “(ytj”) is r[az, O]- 
stable since by construction 
~[q, 0] = r[cq( l)] = r[y\“] = max{r E T I O(O) is r-stable}. 
Now suppose that ,~[&‘),h] is r[oa,h]-stable for hbl~?“]. 
Since h 6 J8’+‘) I=l&i)lfn+l and ,$I)=$“+]) I I~,,,,  then, by induction hypothesis, 
p[O(‘+‘),h] is r[o2,h]-stable, for h< (G(i)l. 
If /C(i)/ <h < /C(i)1 + n, 
r[02, h] = r[CJz(h + l)] = r[$+l! ,, ,oi,r,+,l = maxI E JT I “csf$,,,+, 1 is z-stable) 
and therefore 
~[a(‘+‘),h]=“(o(‘+‘)(h + l))=“(I$$,,,+,) 
is z[oz, h]-stable. 
If h = laq + n, 
r[az,h] =r[Q(h + l)] = r[yi+t] = z[aG(i + l)] - r[r?+l] = r[Oi(i + l)] - r[Of+‘)] 
and therefore 
p[&‘+l),h] = ($+t(~))~ = o$i+l) (h + 1) = oO(i+‘)(lO(“)l + n + 1) = ‘yi+l 
= (a(i+l))O 
n 
is z[(T~, h]-stable. 
If h = I,(i)1 + n + 1 
r[n2,h]=r[o2(h; ~)]=z[~~i~2’]=max{~~E~o(~(lii2~) is r-stable}, 
and therefore 
cL[&i+l),h] = o($i+t)(h + 1)) = o(#‘+~)(J$;)J + n + 2) = 0(~ji+2)) 
is r[cq, h]-stable. 
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Now let us see point 3. Since the difference of 02 with respect to ok consists only 
in firings of A-transition, it is obvious that l[02]& = I[r~$,l. 
Then 
P&J = abstrI(n,.,)~ ?E ~}((~~~(t[~~(i)l),~[~2lil))l~~l 
= abs~{(~,,) 1 5 E T) 
1) 
IQ21 
= abstr{(g,) I T E T) 
= abstr{(g,) I z E T) 
1) 
IG 
= ~~~~~~~~,~~~,~u~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~~l~l~~l~~l 
I ts 
= P2nN,,T 
where 
t 
0 
g(i) = 
if i= 0, 
g(i-1)+15il+1 if i>O. 
The proof that 
can be done by induction on j E N. If j = 1 then 
s(j) g(l) 
h=g(~,)+, ~kM)l = hpm 
I& I+1 
= hg, +J;@)l 
= dr11 + c dMa 
h=l 
= z[q11+ G&l 
= z[a2(1>] - ?[a!] + Z[Ol] 
= T[G2( 1 >I. 
Let us notice now that 
l for each jE N, z[ai(g(j+ l))]=z[~i(g(j)+ IZji+l] + l)]=z[qj+l]=r[~~(j+ l)]- 
~[~j+ll, 
l for each jf N, for each k such that g(j)<k <g(j + l), z[oi(j)] =z[$~~~)J, 
l for each jE N z[C. 1] = Cg(_i+!)-l > J+ h g( J)+l ‘[~:I-‘:(‘,)]’ 
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So, suppose that 
s(j) 
c Mu =f[c72(j>l. 
h=g(.i-I)+1 
Then 
djfl) Hj+l)-I 
h=g~)+,~[~i@)l = +&7(j + 1 ))I + c z[o;(h)] 
h=g( .I)+1 
dj+l)--l 
= ?[‘2(j + l >I - dcj+ll f C 
h=dj)+ 1 
‘lI$+:( j)l 
= z[a2(j + l)] - T[5j+l] + T[Oj+l] 
= ~[~z(j + I>] 
Appendix B. Formal details of Proof of Theorem 5.3 
B.l. First transformation 
First we see the details of the transformation of go into 01. Put k = 1~11 E N U {a}. 
Then, for each j E N such that 0 <j <k + 1, 
t[a$(j)] dAf C(S,t[ol(j)]), for any SE S N, such that rp[cl (j)lG) d 4 (t[ol(j)l), 
“(~~(j))(&))~~~ “(crt(j))(.s), for each SE&,,,, 
“(c$( j))(+, t)) %f ‘(crl( j))(s), for each s E SN, and for each t E s*, 
(oi( j))“@(s)) def (gl( j))‘(s), for each s E SN,, 
(oi( j))‘(& t)) dzf (cq (j))‘(s), for each s E SN, and for each t E ,s*, 
cp[~~(j)l(i@)) def cp[mWl(s), for each s E ‘t[m( j)l, 
cp[4jMq(C t)> sf cp[m(.MQ 8 t[a&)l= G, t[mWl). 
is easy to see that [c$& = [oI]~,., in the same way as for the previous theorem. 
8.2. Second transformation 
Now we see a schema of the transformation of G$EO~~(N~) into (~2 E?$&(N~). 
The transformation is analogous to that done in the case of the previous theorem. 
A sequence (a(‘)), is constructed starting from C(0)d~foo~ and putting ~?@+‘)~~~fg(~) . Ci+l 
(%+I ) I, where 
l Oi+l is a sequence of firings of I-transitions ii(s, t), with s E S,, and t E s*, whose 
purpose is that of consuming the tokens whose permanence in $s, t) would violate 
the stability condition, 
l Vi+1 is the firing obtained appropriately modifying the aging time of the firing 
C;(i + I), - 
until ~7~~) E Opll(N2) is reached for some IZ E N. 
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Then a2 dAf lim,,, Oci) = 8”). The rest of the proof is analogous to that of the 
previous theorem. 
Appendix C. Formal details of Proof of Theorem 5.4 
We see the details of the transformation of a1 into a2. 
First we construct a sequence of weak timed firing sequences of N2 as follows. 
The first element is the timed marking ar’ defined by 
a:“‘($) d&f 
(‘a,)(s) if j=O, 
0 otherwise 
and the other elements are defined, for each i E { 1,. , . , Ia1 I}, by 
where 62(i) is a possibly empty sequence of firings of A-transitions that describes the 
aging of the tokens in each s ES v, by means of the firing of A-transitions U; of No 
and vi is the firing of ,Ig::;::~.~:(t[al(i)]), with ‘t[ar(i)] = (~1,. . . ,s~}. 
Now we put a2 dAf limi,o, at’. 
It is easy to see that a2 E Op,(Nz). Moreover, since, by construction of Nz, Zhr,(r[qi]) 
= ~~*(~j~::::::~))(t[a,(i)])) = IN,(~) for each t E T N, and 1~~ (us) = 2 for each s E S,v, and 
for each i = 1,. . . , n(s), we have 
Uo&2,, = abstr{(l,,) 1 G) ((hZ(t[a2(i)l), Qa2/i1))lo21 
= abstr{(l,T) 1 S } Kh, (t[at(i)l), 7[$‘)1 + 7[ 52@)l + dVil>)lo, / 
=abstr{(~,,) I ,~n}((l~,(t[al(j)l),7[at Ii-11+ ~[~~IJ))~ol~ 
= abstr{(g,) 1 CT) ((Lv, (t[m(i>l), 4al Ii]>) 101 I 
=P&I. 
- 
The proof that a2 E Op,(N2) can be done by induction analogous to that of 
Theorem 5.3. 
Appendix D. Formal details of Proof of Theorem 5.7 
First we prove that ml Cm;. Let 0 ELF. Then there exists a timed firing 
sequence al E @,(Nr) such that [al];,,, = 8. 
- 
We must construct a timed firing sequence a2 E Op,(Nz) such that [az]& = 8. We 
suppose that each firing of a t E TN, in al is always simulated in a2 by a firing of 
17; E TN~, choosing such firing in every nondeterministic choice rather than a firing of 
ii,(s), for every s E l t such that there is a token in q(s) that is d,++(s) - c??N, (s) old. 
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We define a?’ E &(Nz) as follows: for each s E S,v, 
cr:“‘( P(s)) de’ (OC7, )(s), 
fJr)(qj(S)) d2f 0 for j = 0,l 
and for each i, 1 di<lo]l + 1, 
(11 d!f &I) 
02 2 . GC1’ (Vi) I, 
where (see Fig. 14) for each i, 1 < i < ICJ~ 1+ 1 G:,(‘) is a sequence of 
C ((“(at(i))) 1‘ t)(S)(b,(S)) 
o<r<r[fTl(i)] 
firings of z&(s) and of 
firings of iir(s), for each s E S,v, (in the second sum the value r = z[ol(i)] is excluded 
to express that a firing of U,(S) can occur only when the consumed token is older than 
AN)(S) - &J,(S)), such that 
. 0(62(‘9=a2; 
l for each i, 2<i<(or( + 1, 
“( ~2(1)) %J. (o:‘-I’)O. 
9 
l for each i, l<i<(or( + 1, for each sESN, and for each TEU, 
(~2”‘>%&)>(~) = 
(gl(i))“(s)(T - &V,(S)) if ~dh,(~), 
0 otherwise, 
( oJ’))“(q,(s))(r) = 
(g~(i))“(s)(r - &,(s)) if ~>&v,(s), 
0 otherwise, 
( ~2’i))o(P(S))(T)=(al(i))“(s)(z) - ,$ ( ~2(i))o qj(s))(T)5 
T[ (r2(Q] d&f max{supgY’ , supf” }, 
6,v, def 
where sup; - sup.~r~,~,,o~rir[a~(i)]{Z I (“(ol(i)>)T ~)(s)(~N,(~))>OI, 
Av, def 
and sup, - suP,ESN,,O~r<r[~,(i),{Z I (“(~I(~>)> T ~)(~)(4vI(~))>o~; 
and vi is defined as follows: 
. ovli sf ( ~2(i))0, 
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l for each go(s) E ‘t[~], 
cp[?il(40(~)) def 44fll(i)l(S) - 71 @I, 
Now we put 02 def limi_,, a!‘. It is easy to see that 02 l OpT(N2). 
- 
Now we must prove that a2 E Optr(N2), i.e. that p[at),j] is z[oF),j]-stable, for each 
i, 0 <id (CJI 1 + 1, and for each j, 0 <j < lot’l + 1. We prove this by induction on i 
(j depends on i). 
The thesis is obvious for i = 0 (and consequently for j = 0). 
Suppose that it is true for i. Since p[ 52(i). (Q) 1 ,j] is z[ 52(i) . (p) 1, j]-stable by con- 
struction and the thesis holds for 62 ci) by induction hypothesis, then the thesis holds 
also for 
Q2 
(i+l) d&f of) 
. cT2(i+‘) (&+,),. 
Moreover, since, by construction of N2, l~,( v. -t[ol(i)l) = Z~,(t[cl(i)]) for each i, 1 <i 
</all + 1 and 1~~(u~(s))=A for each .YES,V, and for each j=O,l, we have 
0 = UOI]$,,~, = abstr{(l,,) 1 rE n~((~~~(~[~l(~)l)~ GOI il> lo, I 
= abstr{(iL,T) 1 T E K~,Y,@“(‘)~)~ ~[@I))I~, I 
= abstr{(d,T)~ Tag) ((IN~(~[~z(~)I),Z[~~I~I))(~,) 
--ts ts Now we prove that I[N21T C IIN1lT. 
Let be 8 E @@. Then there exists a timed firing sequence ~72 E 0pT(N2) such that 
[~2]rs,,, = 0. 
Now we put j(0) ‘!%f 0 and for each i E tV\{O} 
j(i) def inf{k E N” 13 E T N,. 31 C ‘t. k >j(i - 1) A t[cq(j(i)] = i$}. 
So it is obvious that az(j(i)) is the ith firing of 02 whose firing transition is of the 
kind i$, for some t E TN, and for some I C l t. So, for each i E N such that j(i)<co, 
we call ti and Zi the transition of N1 and the set of its preconditions, respectively, such 
that t[ag(j(i)] = I$,. 
Moreover we put 
. PO(S)(~) = Y~2)(FJ(S))(~)? 
l for each i E IL! such that j(i) <co, 
Pi(S)(r) t%f “(a2(Ai)))($(s)X~) 
+“( 32(i))(q0(s))(z - BN, 6)) 
+“( h(i))(&(S))(T - AN,(~)), 
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zi def ‘E Z[O*(k)], 
k==j(i-l)+l 
Cpi(S) ” 1 cp[f~~(j(i))l(~~(s) + &V,(S)) if s E 4, 4 6) if sEZ,. 
If j(i) = oc for each i E N\{ 0) then we define rri d&f ~0; otherwise 
where idzf max{i E IV” 1 j(i) <co}. Obviously ~1 E OJI,(N~ ) by construction. 
Now we must prove that 01 E @,(Ni), i.e. that ,n[ai,i] is r[gi, i]-stable, for each i, 
0 d i < lo,\ + 1. We prove this by induction on i. 
For any t E TN, and I C ‘t no 6: has any p(s) as a precondition and, since ‘CJ~ 
assigns tokens only to p(s), fii can fire under OCSJ~ only if l t = 0 = ‘(I?;) = I. Moreover, 
in this case, it always fires with the empty choice function at any time, and therefore 
for each z’, 7” E T 
@ye-Q T z’) = qy%2 r 7”) = 
1 if I =*t =fJ, 
I 0 otherwise. 
Then, for each rI,,ry~% such that r{ ~~z’,‘~z[al,O]=z[o,(l)]=~~ = z;l{ r[az(k)], 
This proves the z[ai, O]-stability of ~[a~, 01. 
Suppose that the stability holds for all natural numbers less than i. If ‘t = 0 then the 
proof is analogous to that of the induction basis. Otherwise, for each t’, 7” E T such 
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that r’<r”<r[c~t,i] =r[ot(i+ l)]=ri+t = ~$($C~i+l r[al(k)] we have 
4%v%401,i+ lltz’) = @vO(al(i+ l))Tz’) 
= ,s, $Y”h(i(W T 0) 
170 
Ai) 
+~=~~_*)~~(“(02(j(i))) I‘(T’ - 4v,(G~2(~>1>)). 
But for each k =j(i - l), . . . ,j(i) 
t’ - &&loz(k)])<z” - 6N,(t[a2(k>l)dt[alfk)l 
- 
and p[~,j(i)] is r[crt,j(i)]-stable, for each i, O<ic IcrlI + 1, since 02 E OpT(&). Then 
/(iI 
C $~C’(m(Ai))) t CT’ - bd4dk)l))) 
k=j(i-I) * 
j(i) 
6 C @(O(m(j(i))) T CT” - ~~z(~[~dk)l>>> 
k=j(i-I) * 
and therefore 
+K=J~_,~~~(“(~2(j(i))) T 7” - h(t[dk)l)>> 
= IG;N’(o(a~(i + 1)) 7 r”) 
= +V’ (AcI, il T ~“1 
which proves the r[ot,j(i)]-stability of p[ot,j(i)], for each i, O<i< lo.11 + 1. 
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